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SOUND SYSTEMS

APPEARANCE

PROTECTION

2002
OUTBACK
WHEEL LOCKS

Helps protect your
investment in alloy
wheels and tires.

CD PLAYER

REAR SPOILER (SEDAN)

Plays standard 5" CDs and also 3" single CDs without adapter.

Color-matched rear deck spoiler with integrated brake light.

H6240LS001

E7210LS100NN (Primed)

T3010YS010

REAR BUMPER
CORNER MOLDING

Helps protect rear bumper from
scratches and dings.
E7710AS102

6-DISC IN-DASH CD CHANGER

Allows selection and play for up to 6 CDs in-dash. Excludes VDC models.
H6240LS101

CAR COVER

SUB WOOFER/AMPLIFIER

Mounted under passenger’s seat.
Delivers super bass sound
you not only hear but feel.
H6300LS300

Helps protect the exterior of your Outback.
M0010AS000 (Sedan), M0010AS010 (Wagon), M0010AS020 (Car cover bag)

REAR WINDOW DUST DEFLECTOR

Helps keep back window clear of dust.
E7510LS100

BATTERY
WARMER

For easier cold
weather starting.
UPGRADED
SPEAKERS

J6010FS000

FRONT END COVERS

Help protect the front of your Outback from stone chips. Covers are
custom fitted, tough, weather-resistant vinyl.

Speaker kit includes
4 upgraded speakers
for crisper sound with
minimal distortion.

M0010LS000 (Full), M0010LS020 (Hood)

H6300LS000

ENGINE BLOCK HEATER

400 watt, 115-volt heater.

TWEETER KIT

Special speakers enhance
high-frequency audio.

REAR SPOILER

H6300LS100

E7210LS000NN (Primed)

A0910AS000

Color-matched rear spoiler adds a stylish look of performance.

LEATHER SHIFT KNOB

Subaru of America reserves the right to change
or withdraw accessories at any time without prior notice
and without incurring the obligation to make changes
to any accessories previously sold.
©2001 Subaru of America, Inc.

Printed in U.S.A.

MSA6A0118

Handsome,
leather-wrapped shifter.

REAR DIFFERENTIAL
PROTECTOR

HOOD DEFLECTOR

35126AE040 (A/T)
35022AC030 (M/T)

Helps protect rear differential
from rocks and logs.

Acrylic plastic and wraparound
design help protect your Outback
hood from stone chips and bugs.

B0310LS001

E2310LS001

ACCESSORIES

®
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UTILITY & CONVENIENCE

UP

AUTO-DIMMING MIRROR/COMPASS

ROOF CARGO CARRIER
CROSS BAR SET–ROUND

May be used in conjunction with all genuine Subaru roof attachments
and carriers. (Stabilizing brackets sold separately).

Provides 11 cubic feet and up to 100 pounds of lockable storage capacity.
E3610FE600

Includes electronic compass. Mirror darkens when head-lights are
detected from rear of vehicle.

CARGO NET

For Outback wagon cargo area.
F5510LS020

E3610AS181 (Cross bar set-round), E3610AS450 (Stabilizing brackets)

H5010LS001

DOG GUARD/ COMPARTMENT DIVIDER

Separates pets and cargo from passenger area.*
F5510LE020 (With moonroof), F5510LE030 (Without moonroof)

DOWN
ANTI-SLIP MAT
(NOT SHOWN)

Provides a slip resistant
covering for rear cargo
area trays, bins and
carpeted surfaces.

ROOF CARGO CARRIER – EXTENDED
SEDAN CROSS BAR SET– SQUARE

May be used in conjunction with roof cargo basket and ski, bike and
kayak attachments.

Provides 16 cubic feet and up to 100 pounds of lockable storage capacity
for longer cargo such as cross-country skis.

J5010LS040

E3610LS200

E3610LE000 (Sedan cross bar set - square), E3610LS120 (Bike clamps)
E3610LS130 (Kayak /roof cargo basket clamps), E3610LS140 (Ski clamps)

RUBBER MATS

REAR GATE BAR

Heavy gauge protective mats,
patterned to match cargo bin and tray.

Mounts to rear wagon door for
easier opening and closing.

J5010LS300

E7510LS001

BIKE/HITCH ATTACHMENT

Slides into trailer hitch to carry up to 2 bikes. Designed for easy
dismounting of bikes without lifting.†
E3610AS940

SKI ATTACHMENT

Holds up to six pairs of skis or four pairs of skis and poles.
May be used to carry snowboards or fishing rods.

BIKE ATTACHMENT

COOLER/WARMER

Transports two bicycles in secure fashion.

Keeps food and beverages either
cold or hot. Plugs into power
outlet in cargo area of Outback.
120V AC adapter available.

E3610AS801 (Bike attachment), E3610AS810 (Clamps)

E3610AS790 (Ski carrier), E3610AS820 (Clamps)

SOA787V100

ULTIMITE GENERATOR

Compact, lightweight (23 lbs.), state- of-the-art generator technology
that boasts the highest power to weight ratio in its class. Automatically
controls power output through an advanced microprocessor to match
the load demand. UltiMite generator output is 120 Volts AC at 1100
Watts, or 12/24 Volts DC. Great for charging car batteries, or on-thespot power. The UltiMite will run up to 1.5
hours on one tank (1.2 quarts) of
50:1 fuel-oil mixture.
SOA926U100

CARGO BIN (PVC)

Cargo bin and matching cargo tray provide for convenient transportation
of various articles. When not in use, bin and net dividers fold down to
a nearly flat surface. Pattern design of bin and tray coordinate with
rubber mats.
J5010LS400

TRAILER HITCH

Heavy-duty rated at 200 lbs. tongue weight,
2,000 lbs. towing (ball not included).
L1010LS001 (Wagon)

KAYAK CARRIER

MOONROOF AIR DEFLECTOR

Helps reduce wind noise and cuts sun glare. Sedan only.
F5410FS000

Attaches quickly and easily.
Carries two kayaks.
E3610AS190 (Kayak carrier),
E3610AS810 (Clamps)

SECURITY SYSTEM UPGRADE KIT
ROOF CARGO BASKET

30"x 42"x 2" vinyl coated steel carrier for added cargo carrying capability.
Comes with nylon stretch net.
E3610AS990 (Cargo basket), E3610AS810 (Clamps)

AIR FILTRATION SYSTEM

†

To avoid blocking rear taillights, use only roof mounted bike
attachment to transport solid wheel bicycles

Helps reduce dust and pollen infiltration within the vehicle cabin area
*

Not for use with child seats requiring tether straps.

G3210AE000

Upgrade the keyless entry with the addition of a security system.
H7110LS100 (Excludes all H6-3.0 models)
H7110LS200 (For H6-3.0 non-VDC models)
H7110LS300 (For H6-3.0 VDC models)
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